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Abstract
The purpose of this study is to examine the tendency towards sports brands based on consumption
experience among women. Accordingly, hypotheses were proposed and a conceptual model was considered
for the research in which the variable of brand experience along with its components (emotional, emotional,
intellectual and behavioral) was considered as an independent variable and brand selection as a dependent
variable. The present study is a descriptive/analytical study based on a practical study goal. The statistical
population of the study includes female who consumers of sports brands in the city of Tabriz. The sample
size is estimated using the Krejcie & Morgan estimation due to the unknown number of the statistical
population, 384 female customers of sports clubs and stores. Zarantonello and Schmitt (2010) brand
experience questionnaire was used to measure brand experience and a researcher-made questionnaire was
used to measure brand tendency. The questionnaire has five Likert scale options. The software Spss24 was
used in order to analyze the data from the Kolmograph-Smirnov,test, the Pearson correlation coefficient,
and the Regression test. The results of the analysis showed that the brand experience with all its components
has a positive and significant effect on the selection of sports goods brand.
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Introduction
According to the position of sports among different segments of the population and their tendency for
actively spending time in this field, the use of sports equipment as one of the essential equipment in sports
activities and paying more attention to the basics and principles of marketing has been considered in this
section. For customer it is important to use top brand products and services. Today, sports goods companies
have taken an approach to influence the customer through their brands; therefore, given the importance of
this issue, this study seeks to answer the fundamental question of whether the brand experience of sports
consumers has an impact on the choice of sports goods brand.
Methodology
This research is a quantitative research in terms of using numerical data. Also, the theories, methodologies
and techniques presented in various researches have been used to solve the practical and real problems of
the research; therefore, in terms of purpose, it is considered as part of applied research and according to the
nature of the subject, it is of descriptive-survey type. The statistical population of this study includes women
consumers of sports goods in the city of Tabriz, and since the number of consumers cannot be determined
accurately, so the society was considered as an unlimited society. Using Cochran's formula and due to the
unknown number of the statistical population, 384 customers of shops selling sports goods in Baharestan
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Mall in Tabriz for a period of one year from November 1398 to November 1399 has been considered.
However, according to the correct percentage of return of the questionnaires, the number of distributed
questionnaires was more than 384. Finally, 385 correct and usable questionnaires were obtained based on
which the analysis was performed. Sampling was done by available means. A standard questionnaire was
used to measure the research variables. Zarantonello and Schmidt (2010) brand experience questionnaire
was used to measure brand experience and a researcher-made questionnaire was used to measure brand
orientation. The questionnaire is a five-choice Likert scale. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, Pearson's correlation
coefficient and Regression testing were used to analyze the data by Spss24 statistical software.
Data Analysis
The results showed that all components of brand experience (emotional, sentimental, intellectual,
behavioral) have a significant effect on brand selection of sports goods; however, according to the obtained
impact factor, among the four analyzed components, the emotional component has the most impact and the
sentimental component has the least impact on the selection of sports goods brand.
Conclusion
Accordingly, the level of interest in a particular brand and having emotional accompaniments has had the
greatest impact on consumers of sports goods, and that a particular brand has a feeling and emotion from
the point of view of sports consumers and is considered as an emotional brand in his opinion, has had the
least impact on consumers of sporting goods. Therefore, due to the fact that emotional experience has a
high degree of explanation, it seems that in order to choose a brand from the point of view of the consumers
under study, creating desirable emotional experiences is more effective.
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